Biology-oriented synthesis (BIOS) represents an alternative approach for the generation of compound collections for biological applications. In BIOS, biologically relevant and prevalidated scaffold structures, such as core structures of natural products or known drugs, are employed as scaffolds for the generation of compound collections with focused diversity. In this review, we discuss the underlying concept of the BIOS approach, and its practical implementation in library design and synthesis. To highlight its relevance for chemical biology applications, we finally present examples in which compound collections generated under the BIOS principle have been used to elucidate biological questions.
Introduction
In chemical biology research, chemical tools are used to probe biological systems. This can be achieved, for example, by the application of biologically active small molecules commonly referred to as chemical probes -which induce a distinct perturbation of the biological system. Analysis of the perturbation then allows conclusions to the constitution of the studied biological system (Spring, 2005) .
This powerful approach, however, critically relies on the availability of suitable small molecules that can be used as chemical probes. To identify such probes, chemical biologists as well as medicinal chemists often resort to systematic screenings of small molecule compound libraries that are These authors contributed equally to this work. a built up from pure, individual, well-characterized molecules. Consequently, this screening process can only succeed if a high quality compound library with enriched biological activity is used.
As the state of the art allows the synthesis of vast numbers of compounds via parallel synthesis, in solution or on solid support, by hand or with the help of synthesis robots, numerous molecules can be synthesized and combinatorial libraries containing large numbers of compounds have become accessible.
However, this 'random' synthesis of small molecules frequently displayed non-satisfying performance in biochemical and biological screens because it often neglected that chemical space or more precisely the 'multi-dimensional descriptor space' -defined as the total descriptor space that encompasses all possible small molecules, including those in biological systems -is vast (Dobson, 2004) . It was estimated that the small molecule space consists of 10 63 distinct molecules, a number which is not accessible by synthesis (Bohacek et al., 1996) . However, only a subfraction of chemical space is biologically relevant (Lipinski and Hopkins, 2004) . Thus, it would be of great advantage if chemical synthesis endeavors could be focused on these biologically relevant areas in chemical space.
Biology-oriented synthesis (BIOS) endeavors to address this critical point by focusing synthesis to those regions of chemical space that are relevant to biology. To achieve this, compound libraries are built around biologically relevant and prevalidated starting points in chemical space, using them as scaffold structures for library synthesis. In its original delineation, these starting points for BIOS were the scaffolds of natural products that were chosen owing to their established biological relevance and prevalidation (vide infra; Nören-Müller et al., 2006) . Recent extensions of the BIOS approach, however, identified alternative scaffold structures such as core structures, known drugs, or scaffolds derived from cheminformatic analyses (vide infra; Renner et al., 2009; Wetzel et al., 2009 ).
Natural products as biologically prevalidated starting points for BIOS of compound collections
Since ancient times, natural products play a fundamental role for the treatment of diseases and pathological states (Cragg and Newman, 2005; Newman and Cragg, 2007) . They have also been frequently employed to study biological systems as exemplified by the tubulin dynamics modulators colchicine or the vinca alkaloids (Gallagher, 2007) .
The structures of natural products result from the evolutionary generation of secondary metabolites that provide an advantage for survival of the producing organisms ( Figure  1 ). It is therefore surprising that the biological function of the majority of natural products for its producing organism is still not known and only recently first insights were obtained (Groll et al., 2008; Clardy et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2009 ). In addition, only a very small fraction of the total possible number of small carbon-based compounds in chemical space was generated by biosynthesis. Interestingly, this observation similarly holds true for the protein targets of natural products. In the process of evolution out of all possible amino acid sequences in 'protein-space' nature has chosen only a minute fraction (Smith, 1970) . This is even more apparent for the tertiary protein structure that is even more conserved by nature during evolution. Thus, the natural product space and the protein structure space exploited by nature are limited in size. High-affinity binding of small molecules to their target proteins either relies on a complementary protein-ligand interaction characterized by a low dissociation constant or high local concentrations of more weakly binding compounds. Consequently, the structural space of proteins and their ligands should be complementary to identify tight-binding small molecules. Although the chemical space covered by natural products does not represent the only structural solution compatible with protein structure space, the approach offers a possibility to exploit this analogy to limit the number and size of such regions in chemical space (Wilks et al., 1992; Russell et al., 1998) .
The complementarity of natural products and the corresponding protein space is the basis of the BIOS approach.
In BIOS, the underlying frameworks of natural product classes with multiple biological activities are chosen as biologically selected and prevalidated starting points in vast chemical space for the development of small focused libraries with limited diversity (Nören-Müller et al., 2006; Kaiser et al., 2008) .
As a conceptually alternative approach complementary to other library design concepts such as DOS (Burke and Schreiber, 2004) , BIOS allows to elucidate prior unknown links between the protein world and natural products such as predicting target proteins of a natural product-based library by bio-and cheminformatic methods.
Finding starting points for BIOS in chemical space
Natural products represent distinct points of biological relevance in chemical space. By introducing a hierarchical classification, Waldmann and coworkers developed a suitable tool to visualize the chemical space populated by natural products and their scaffolds . As most small molecule inhibitors and drugs are based on ring systems, the focus of this cheminformatic analysis was set on molecules containing cyclic structures. Cyclization usually leads to a stiffening of the overall molecular structure, resulting in enhanced target affinity owing to less entropy loss upon binding. Thus, for exploiting complex natural products as starting points for library design, scaffolds based on rings, linkers chains, and ring-based double bonds were obtained following a set of defined rules from organic and medicinal chemistry, resulting in a step-wise deconstruction of the underlying natural product framework into smaller structures. A unique scaffold tree was generated via this Figure 2 Scaffold tree generated in the structural classification of natural products (SCONP). For clarity, only scaffolds that represent at least 0.2% of the natural products described in the Dictionary of Natural Products (DNP) database have been sketched. reductionistic approach, whereby each scaffold in the hierarchy represents well-defined chemical entities and substructures of the original natural products. Consequently, the scaffold tree allows to relate more complex scaffolds to simpler frameworks and offers a tool to reduce molecular complexity from multiple annulated rings at the outer rims of the scaffold tree to monocyclic systems of the inner circle of the scaffold. The tree thus provides the possibility to categorize structural diversity in an intuitive and chemically meaningful way (Figure 2) .
The natural product tree on the one hand is significant because of its descriptive representation of biologically relevant scaffolds that can be followed up by BIOS of focused compound collections and on the other hand because of the possibility to correlate different scaffold classes.
In addition to natural product space, other biologically relevant space such as drug space which is the chemical space occupied by drugs can be regarded as biologically relevant and prevalidated. Consequently, libraries based on these motifs also probably yield high-quality compound collections.
Recently, important extensions for identifying biologically relevant starting points in chemical space have been reported. In this research, alternative scaffold trees are generated by using bioactivity data together with a process called 'brachiation' as intuitive guiding criteria to select sequences of scaffolds hierarchically. Brachiation describes moving from complex to simpler but still similar structures along lines of biological relevance, by analogy to the locomotion of primates along branches in botanical trees Wetzel et al., 2009) . Furthermore, these scaffold trees are no longer limited to the natural product space but also include scaffolds from non-natural molecules such as drug space. Thus, these advanced cheminformatic approaches allow a more holistic analysis for the identification of suitable scaffolds for subsequent generation of compound collections by BIOS.
To facilitate this complex cheminformatic analysis, the Scaffold Hunter, a powerful computer based tool for navigation in chemical space that fosters intuitive recognition of complex structural relationships associated with bioactivity was developed by Waldmann and coworkers ). This new program reads compound structures and bioactivity data, generates compound scaffolds, correlates them in a hierarchical tree-like arrangement, and annotates them with bioactivity. The major use of this program is the possibility of brachiation along tree branches of the scaffold The outer circle depicts the starting structure of the natural products, the middle circle their underlying scaffold structures, and the inner circle structures of biologically active small molecules identified from BIOS compound libraries generated on these scaffolds. tree from structurally complex to simple scaffolds and the possibility of identifying new ligand types.
BIOS of compound libraries
In BIOS, focused compound libraries with limited diversity are generated from scaffolds endowed with biological relevance and prevalidation (Nören-Müller et al., 2006; Kaiser et al., 2008) . Generation of compound libraries is necessary as side chain diversity on the selected scaffolds is the key criterion for finding good hits that match the specific interaction pattern with the target. As the binding pocket is shaped by the individual side chains of the amino acids constituting the fold, library synthesis of an identified scaffold is obligatory for optimization of the distinct binding site. If, for example, two nearly identical binding sites with a similar fold have a negative charge in the one case and a positive charge in the other case, the suitable small molecule inhibitors would have to be adapted complementarily to the binding site. Consequently, a molecule with a positively charged side chain would target the protein with a negatively charged pocket but not the one with the negative charged binding site. This example shows how important it is to create sufficient chemical diversity to match biological diversity in the search for biological active protein ligands. Of particular interest in this context is also the stereochemistry of the synthesized compounds. The identification of scaffolds suitable for BIOS by the structural classification of natural products (SCONP) is a two-dimensional analysis that neglects stereochemical information of the original natural products. To compensate this, stereoselective synthesis of different stereoisomers of the selected scaffold is necessary during library generation.
BIOS libraries yield small molecule probes for different biological processes
To date, the BIOS approach has been used successfully in several case studies (Figure 3 ). For example, spiroketalsfused oxygen heterocycles -are abundant structural motifs found (e.g., in pheromones of the insect kingdom) and occur as fragments in various complex natural products such as the HIV-1 integrase inhibitor Integramycin (Figure 3) . Consequently, a SCONP analysis revealed w5.5xspiroketals as a biologically relevant and prevalidated scaffold. The subsequent synthesis of a focused library based on w5.5xspiroketals yielded inhibitors of the dual specificity phosphatase VHR in the low micromolar range and modulators of microtubule formation (Barun et al., 2005) .
The a,b-unsaturated d-lactone motif is another scaffold for BIOS, representing a structural element, for example, of the potent protein phosphatase 2A inhibitor Cytostatin (Figure 3 ). This motif belongs to the most frequently occurring scaffolds in nature and is the characteristic element of antiproliferative agents, immunosuppressants, and inhibitors of various enzymes. Screening of a BIOS-derived a,b-unsaturated d-lactone compound collection in two cell based screens yielded small molecule modulators of cell cycle progression and of viral entry via the secretory pathway (Leßmann et al., 2007) . Extensive screening and synthesis efforts also resulted in highly selective phosphatase inhibitors with enhanced properties (Bialy and Waldmann, 2004; Umarye et al., 2007) .
Polyketide based natural products are an important class of natural products and feature various biological activities. To extend chemical diversity available for polyketide synthesis, Maier and coworkers chose a framework inspired by the classical benzolactone zearalenone (Figure 1 ) for a systematic replacement of some of the acetate building blocks during synthesis by propionate moieties. This propionate scanning yielded a new selective inhibitor for human carbonyl reductase 1 (Zimmermann et al., 2009) .
Among the nitrogen heterocycles, indolactams are known modulators of protein kinase C and the chemical space around this scaffold was successfully explored via combinatorial synthesis (Meseguer et al., 1999 (Meseguer et al., , 2000 .
Indomethacin (Figure 2 ), a biologically active indole derivative, is of particular interest as it belongs to the nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, which are widely used in the treatment of various diseases. Systematic synthetic efforts and biochemical investigations led to the finding that the indomethacin core scaffold defines a new class of kinase inhibitors (Rosenbaum et al., 2004) .
To develop structurally novel phosphatase inhibitors, 354 chemically diverse natural products were screened and identified Yohimbine and Ajmalicine -two structurally complex alkaloids -as moderate Cdc25A phosphatase inhibitors. SCONP analysis and brachiation along the lines of prevalidation given by nature led to tetracyclic indolow2,3-ax quinolizidines. This framework frequently occurs in nature (e.g., in the antiviral natural product Hirsutine) (Figure 3 ). Library synthesis with focused diversity around the indoloquinolizidine scaffold yielded two compounds with IC 50 values comparable to the natural products. By extending the screen to other phosphatases, structurally new inhibitors of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis phosphatase MptpB could be identified (Nören-Müller et al., 2006; Corrêa et al., 2007) . In a similar manner, BIOS of a focused library of macroline analogs, several new inhibitors of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis phosphatase MptpB were also found (Nören-Müller et al., 2008; Wilk et al., 2009a) . Macrolines are a class of natural products to which secondary metabolites such as Rauwolfia serpentina alkaloid and antiarrhythmic agent Ajmaline belong.
Among the carbocycles, a decalin-type core structure and quinoid or related aromatic side chain are often characterized by manifold biological properties. Based on the natural product kinase inhibitor Nakijiquionone A (Figure 3 ), a small library of various decalins was synthesized leading to the identification of potent IGF1R, Tie-2, and VEGFR-3 inhibitors (Stahl et al., 2001 (Stahl et al., , 2002 Kissau et al., 2003) .
An important aspect of the BIOS concept is that it is not necessary to build up a given structure in every detail. Rather, the basic underlying structural framework has to be conserved. This principle was illustrated by the identification of selective protein phosphatase Cdc25 inhibitors identified from a compound library designed based on the sesquiterpenoid Dysidiolide (Brohm et al., 2002a,b) .
Conclusions and prospects
The demand for suitable small molecule protein ligands lies at the heart of chemical biology. BIOS represents a new concept for the generation of compound libraries that builds on prevalidated starting points in vast chemical space. Several proof-of-concept studies for selectively chosen scaffolds have revealed that this approach yields compound libraries enriched in biological activity. To date, this has been demonstrated for only some of all possible natural product scaffolds such as the g-pyrone motif; this has been suggested and proven (Wilk et al., 2009b) . Thus, further synthetic efforts to generate as many BIOS libraries as possible are still necessary.
The efficient generation of BIOS libraries, however, relies on synthetic methodologies that preferentially can be used in a parallel manner. This demands a continuous improvement of synthetic methods that allow the synthesis of collections of small molecules in a parallel and rapid manner. Consequently, the development of synthetic methods that allow, for example, the stereoselective synthesis of compound libraries or of 'unbiased' compound libraries (e.g., by application of traceless-linker methodologies) is still required (Arya et al., 2005; Leßmann and Waldmann, 2006; Nandy et al., 2009; Yoshida et al., 2009) .
Finally, additional cheminformatic analyses such as protein structure similarity clustering or protein fold topology analyses hold great promise to expand the applicability of BIOS-derived compound libraries, enabling, for example, a prediction of possible protein targets to a given compound collection (Koch et al., 2004; Balamurugan et al., 2005; McArdle and Quinn, 2007) . It is to be expected that further development of alternative cheminformatic methods along this line would be of great advantage for chemical biology research.
